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"We National Socialists must never under any circumstances join in the usual 
hurrah patriotism of our present bourgeois world." 

-Adolf Hitler: Mein Kampf; 11,14 

1979 Fall Building Campaign Begins 

'ONE DA Y'S PAY FOR NATIONAL SOCIALISM!' 
Commander Koehl announced the opening of the Party's annual Fall Building Campaign in November. The goal of this year's 
campaign is to raise $10,000 above and beyond the Party's regular income by the end of 1979. Towards this goal, the Commander 
is asking every Party comrade to give a minimum of one day's pay to the campaign. 

The theme of this year's campaign is "Forward into the 1980s!" The racial, political and economic antagonisms and contradictions 
which have been brewing and simmering throUghout the West since the end of the Second World War are coming to a head. What 
happens or does not happen during the coming decade may very well decide the fate of the Aryan race for all time . 

. Today, the Party is in no shape to wage a revolutionary struggle against the System. Yet that is exactly what must be done if the 
National Socialist Movement is to be successful. The purpose of the 1979 Fall Building Campaign is to help provide a financial 
base with which to shape up the Party for the critical times which will be upon us shortly. 

As noted in NS BULLETIN 258, the Two-Year Plan will not be concerned with fund raising in itself. The purpose of the Two-Year 
Plan is solely to recruit and train the cadre of professional revolutionaries needed by the Party to wage a successful revolutionary 
struggle against the Old Order. To accomplish this, however, will require the expenditure of considerable sums of money. Herein 
lies the great importance of the 1979 Fall Building Campaign: if the necessary monies are not raised, the ability of the Party to 
become combat-ready for the 1980s will be hindered. 

Every comrade is urged to give as much as he or she can to the Fall Building Campaign. Giving a minimum of one day's pay is a 
goal that every National Socialist should be able to attain. 

The progress of the campaign will be covered in upcoming issues of the NS BULLETIN. 

Los Angeles Party Leader Shot 
Daniel H. Stewart, Los Angeles Unit Leader, was shot in the arm 
by an unknown assailant while on a WHITE POWER paper sale 
on 17 October. Comrade Stewart and another ST man were 
selling the Party paper and distributing leaflets in Northridge, a 
suburb of Los Angeles with a large Jewish population. 

Comrade Stewart was struck in the forearm by the shot. X-rays 
later disclosed that he had been wounded by a 5mm projectile. 
Despite his wound, Comrade Stewart and the other comrade 
continued selling the paper, even though a large, hostile mob of 
Jews, Blacks and White trash had gathered to heckle them. Only 
when dark had fallen, making further efforts to distribute the 
paper futile, did the two comrades depart. 

The mob followed them adhey left the scene of the sale, throw
ing rocks and bottles at them. Comrade Stewart was hit in the 
face by one rock which broke his glasses, but which did not injure 
him seriously. Eventually, the police moved in and arrested one 
member of the mob for possesion of a billy club. 

Comrade Stewart reports that security precautions are being 
taken to insure the safety of ST personnel on future paper sales in 
Los Angeles. DAN STEWART 



Chicago National Socialists Blast 'Holocaust' Indoctrination, Zionism 
Chicago National Socialists held two demonstrations on 28 October to draw attention to the disastrous effect the present Jewish 
power structure is having on our society. The first was a protest against Jewish mind-warping of Aryan youngsters. Th,e~s~cond ~as 
a blast at Jews and non-Jews who put the interests of Israel first. • •• •· •• , •· • J:}{:.i 

. . • ~ .• •. lf"t-:,_...;, 

The first demonstration was a picket of a seminar conducted by the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith for Chicago teach~ts 
scheduled to feed their students the "holocaust" lies in the upcoming weeks. Some 20 National Socialists picketeptll,e !Jleetgi1f: 
with signs denouncing the ADL and exposing the falseness of the "holocaust" myth. • ...... '~"'< 

The second activity for the day was a protest of an "Israel Bonds" dinner attended. by Chicago big-wigs at the swanky Co~ad r '' 
Hilton Hotel on ritzy Michigan Avenue. Numerous non-Jewish System politicians, always anxious to kiss up to the Jews in return 
for Jewish support at election time, joined the self-chosen ones in saluting the bloody gangster state in Palestine. 

Those attending the dinner had to cross the picket line of National Socialists to get inside. Although the non-Jews who attended 
were reasonably well-behaved, the Jews themselves responded with the usual spitting, shouting obscenities and making empty 
threats. 

The high point of the evening came when Comrade Art Jones was arrested for attempting to burn an Israeli flag. Comrade Jones 
reports that the police were very friendly to him, and one officer went so far as to state that he would put up bail for Comrade 
Jones if the Party was unable to raise the money. • 

The well-meaning gesture proved to be unnecessary, however, as the Party had Comrade Jones bailed out the same night. 

The Dump Israel demonstration was reported in the major local papers, including the Chicago Sun-Times, which ran a page-one 
story and photograph concerning the burning of the Israeli flag. 

Chicago National Socialists picket the AOL's "Seminar National Socialists protest Israel war-bonds dinner. 
for Chicago Teachers on the Holocaust." 

ACTIVITIES IN BRIE~ 
• Arlington and Baltimore area National Socialists joined with members of the National States Rights Party and other racialist 
organizations in picketing the White House on 20 September. The National Socialists and other White militants demanded an end to 
non-White immigration into the United States. In particular, they demanded a halt to the unending flow of "boat people" and 
similar Asiatic refugees into this country . 

• A joint picket of an Arlington store which specializes in selling drug paraphernalia to White youngsters was held by NHQ-area 
and Baltimore National Socialists on 31 October. There were no incidents . 

• National Organizer Martin Kerr was interviewed on WQTW-radio in Latrobe, Pa., on 10 October. Comrade Kerr answered 
questions put to him by the interviewer as well as those phoned in by the listening audience . 

• Organized literature distributions during October were reported by the Arlington Unit, Chicago Unit I, Chicago Unit II and 
Milwaukee Unit I, as well as by comrades in Birmingham (Ala.), Bolivar County (Miss.), Bridgeport (Conn.), New Jersey and New 
York City. The Bridgeport distributions (the first NS activity in that city in several years) were reported in the local newsmedia . 

• Comrade Art Jones of the Midwest Regional Headquarters in Chicago spoke to two groups of students during October. On 
16 October he addressed a packed auditorium at Carroll College, in Waukesha, Wis. His talk was covered in the Waukesha Freeman, 
the college newspaper. On 25 Oct. Comrade Jones spoke to some 200 students at Napierville Central High School. 

.Comrades from New York and New Jersey participated in anti-Castro demonstrations in New York City during October. The 
demonstrations were organized by the Nationalist Cuban Resistance, a group which seeks to free Cuba from Communist 
domination. 



TWO-YEAR.PLAN NOTES 
Home Study 

Every National Socialist should set aside at least one night of the week to devote to studying National Socialism. As was announced 
in the Commander's Fall Building Campaign letfer and in NS BULLETIN Number 258, National Headquarters will be issuing a 
home-study course on the National Socialist world view as part of the Two-Year Plan. Realistically speaking, however, this home
study course will probably not be available until late 1980 or early 1981. This does not mean that Party members and supporters 
cannot do some studying on their own either individually or with other comrades. 

Every National Socialist should be familiar with certain basic NS ideological works. Mein Kampf is the most important of these, and 
the thorough studying of this book alone should keep most comrades busy for a long while. Beyond that, the pamphlets authored 
by Commander Koehl are of special importance, as they discuss National Socialism as it applies to our country and our time. They 
also explain the nature of the Movement and its struggle in the post-1945 era. 

But beyond these works, certain parts of WHITE POWER (and the upcoming WUNS journal) should be used for instruction in 
National Socialism. 

In particular, every National Socialist should know the new 12-point Party program backwards and forwards. They should know, 
not so much the exact wording of each point, but its substance and meaning. Those who have any question concerning the meaning 
of any part of the program should contact National Headquarters for clarification. 

This goes not only for the short version of the program which has already been released, but also the elaborated, longer version 
when that becomes available. 

Additionally, Party members and supporters should pay special attention to the Questions and Answers column in WHITE POWER, 
which discusses ideological questions and the National Socialist solution to various problems. 

Activists and organizers also need to pay attention to the Commander's editorials and to Official Policy Statements which appear. 
Both constitute Party policy, and local organizers (more so than others) need to be well-versed on the Party line in the topics they 
deal with, so that they may respond in an intelligent and correct manner to questions put to them by reporters, Aryans interested 
in the Movement-and even other National Socialists. 

Again, it should be emphasized that we are speaking of studying here, not just skimming or reading over each article (or book or 
pamphlet) once, twice or even three times. Each of these should be read until its contents are fully digested-however many times 
that might take. 

One home-study method we suggest is as follows: One evening should be spent fully examining a point of the Party program, or 
an editorial by the Commander or whatever. The next evening, a small circle of National Socialists should sit down to discuss this 
point or article or chapter. Such a circle should consist of between two and six comrades, preferably from the same local unit. One 
of the comrades should lead or moderate the discussion. In a local unit, this task would fall to the unit leader. When informal 
groups of National Socialists meet outside of a local unit, a discussion leader will arise spontaneously, normally being the comrade 
with the greatest knowledge and understanding of National Socialism. 

Those comrades who are unable to gather for study groups such as this can still find an effective way of discussing what they have 
learned. It shouldn't be too difficult to draw a friend, relative, co-worker or acquaintance into a discussion on the subject which 
you have been studying. In this way, you not only get to test your knowledge of National Socialism, but you may even win 
converts to the Cause in the process! • 

Any comrade with questions, comments or suggestions on home-study should forward them to National Headquarters. Those 
comrades who form formal or informal study-groups are also invited to send reports of their discussions to National Headquarters. 

-Martin Kerr 
Two-Year Plan Coordinator 

Local Unit Notes 
1. Due to difficulties experienced with the postal authorities where the unit p.o. box was, Chicago Unit II has changed its address. 

The new address is that of the Midwest Regional Headquarters: 

NSWPP 
Chicago Unit II 
2442 South Central 
Cicero, Ill. 60650 

2. The business phone maintained by the Reidsville (NC) Unit has been disconnected. 

3. The Los Angeles Unit White Power Message has also been disconnected. 



Commander Koehl receiving an $888 contribution from Chicago lJ_nit II for the future Midwest Party center. 

WHERE THE ACTION IS! 

22-23 DECEMBER-Arlington-National Headquarters will be holding its annual vigil for Rudolf Hess. 
All comrades who are able are strongly urged to attend this event for at least a few hours. Comrade 
Hess is in poor health, and may not be with us very much longer. Check with NHQ for exact time and 
location. 

25-29 AUGUST-A special training program for selected Party organizers and activists will be held. 
Further details will be forthcoming. 

30 AUGUST-1 SEPTEMBER-The 10th Congress of the National Socialist White People's Party will be 
held. 

ISSUED BY NSWPP NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS AT 
2507 NORTH FRANKLIN ROAD, ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 

PHONE: (703) 524-2175 


